
Students complete this individually and in silence

Teacher takes answers using whole class call and response

Teacher takes answers using targeted questions

Students tick and correct their work 

Teacher explains and students listen (‘pens down’ 
recommended)

Students discuss in pairs

Teacher calls on selected students to share their work 
(reading aloud/use of visualiser/mini whiteboards)



Lesson 1Lesson outline

This lesson is on the following topics:

(For teacher use)
Te

a
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o

n

Part of 
lesson

Mastery Focus Suggested
Timings

Do Now Complete the following sentences by 
replacing the underlined nouns with a 
pronoun.

5 minutes

Exercise 1 Vocabulary Instruction. Look at the word 
holistic, its use and meaning.

6-10 minutes

Exercise 2 Reading. Read Baddiel’s article. 6-10 minutes

Exercise 3 Comprehension. Identifying Baddiel’s thesis. 2 minutes

Exercise 4 Structure. Divide Baddiel’s article into relevant 
sections. 

6-10 minutes

Exercise 5 Review. Review Baddiel’s thesis and the word 
holistic.

5 minutes

Exercise 6 Use the sentence stems to summarise
Baddiel’s argument in the article. Tick and fix.

15 minutes

Multiple Choice Question 2 minutes
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Complete the following sentences by replacing the underlined 

nouns with a pronoun.

1. Yesterday was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t Helen and Kurt just listen?

3. Where has the class gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like Harry was 

out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

something 

they

us

she

it

he

everyone

her

Some pronouns can go in more than one place.
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Tick and fix your work.

1. Yesterday was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t Helen and Kurt just listen?

3. Where has the class gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like Harry was 

out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

something 

they

us

she

it

he

everyone

her

Some pronouns can go in more than one place.

1. Yesterday was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t Helen and Kurt just listen?

3. Where has the class gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like Harry was 

out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t Helen and Kurt just listen?

3. Where has the class gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like Harry was 

out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t Helen and Kurt just listen?

3. Where has the class gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like Harry was 

out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has the class gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like Harry was 

out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has the class gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like Harry was 

out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like Harry was 

out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like Harry was 

out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like he was out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like he was out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as Cal had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like he was out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as she had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like he was out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as she had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Alison’s rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like he was out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as she had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Her rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like he was out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as she had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Her rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of our team.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like he was out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as she had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Her rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of us/everyone.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like he was out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as she had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Her rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of us/everyone.

8. A creature is moving in the bushes over there.

1. It was not a very nice day.

2. Why can’t they just listen?

3. Where has everyone gone?

4. I knocked on my friend’s door but it seemed like he was out.

5. Cal was running around in circles as she had already eaten 

five chocolate bars.

6. Her rucksack was too full up.

7. The other football team keep making fun of us/everyone.

8. Something/it is moving in the bushes over there.
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Today, we are going to read an article about school entrance 

exams. 

Some schools require 11 year-olds to sit an exam before they start 

at the school. This exam is called the 11+ (eleven plus). 

• If students score well on the exam, they are allowed to apply 

to attend the school. 

• If they do not score well, they are not allowed to apply to go 

to the school.

Discuss this question 

with a partner:

Is it fair to work out what 

schools children can 

attend from a test they 

sit at 11 years old?M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g



Here is a word that we will encounter in the article:

holistic

The word holistic describes dealing with the whole of 

something or someone, not just some parts.

1. The chest continued to get more 

and more infected. The tablets 

weren’t working. The doctor 

decided to take a holistic

approach.

2. My teacher handed back my 

essay. I knew that my spelling was 

bad, but she had pointed out 

dozens of mistakes and areas I 

needed to improve. It wouldn’t 

be enough to change the odd 

word: it needed a holistic re-write. 

M
a

st
e

ry
 W

ri
ti
n

g

How do these situations describe something that is holistic?



Holistic

The word holistic describes dealing with the whole of 

something or someone and not just some parts.

Discuss these questions with a partner:

1. Which word would be the opposite of ‘holistic’: 

specific, everything, or complete? Why? 

2. Which character had a holistic attitude to Jane 

Eyre’s wellbeing: Mrs Reed, Mr Brocklehurst, or Miss 

Temple?

3. What subjects would be 

included in a holistic

school curriculum?

Here is a word that we will encounter in the article:
M

a
st

e
ry
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ri
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n

g
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First Reading

We are now going to read a non-fiction text.

The article is written from the perspective of a parent. He 
discusses the exams students sit at 11 years old to go to 
selective schools.

There's nothing creative or individual about robotic 

entrance exams 

With open day season in full swing, many parents will hear about how 

schools produce well-rounded students. But their box-ticking tests tell a 

different story. 

Along with falling leaves and Indian summers, another marker of the British 

autumn is the sight of harassed-looking parents pulling year 6 children along 

on a merry-go-round of secondary school open days. These can be 

exhausting, although you do get a cup of tea and a biscuit at the end. At 

the private schools, you sometimes get posh sandwiches and teacakes. 

At selective schools, both state and private, one thing you will always get is 

a speech from the headteacher about how, although results are important 

to them – just look at the league table results, the Ofsted report and so on – 

the school’s ethos is, for want of a better word, holistic. It’s not just about 

producing the best grades, but well-rounded individuals and fully-realised 

human beings.  

There is a problem, however, with the process by which these schools 

attempt to achieve this. In fact, the entrance criteria used by selective 

schools are anything but conducive to the creation of well-rounded 

individuals.  

A few years ago – lured by amazing results and the headmaster’s 

inspirational speech about the emphasis on identity, creativity and non-

academic achievement – we put our daughter in for the entrance exam at 

a local state selective girls’ school. It ruined her summer that year, as she 

spent most of her holiday with her nose stuck to the grindstone when she 

should have been out enjoying herself.  

She did, eventually, get her head around answering those dry, brain-twisting 

questions and she seemed fairly confident. But she came out of the actual 

exam in tears. The atmosphere in the room had been so pressurised and so 

stiflingly competitive that she’d cracked up and not finished her paper. It 

made me feel terrible about having put her through that tortuous, soul-

crushing process in the first place.  

We know, and have known for years of course, that these exams are a gift 

to those parents who can afford to tutor their kids to become specialists at 

passing them, thus completely upending the whole point of state selective 

schools, which are supposed to create a level playing field for bright 

children from less-privileged backgrounds.  

But the tests are also about as far as they could be from encouraging the 

individuality and original thinking these institutions say they foster. Some 
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Which statement best summarises David Baddiel’s

attitude towards school entrance exams?

1. He thinks that they are tough on children, but fair

because the best children rise to the top.

2. He thinks that children will learn how to handle 

stress better by going though the tough exams.

3. He thinks that they are unfair because not all 

children can afford to sit the exams.

4. He thinks that entrance exams are not very good at 

assessing a child’s full potential in all areas.

5. He thinks that entrance exams are unfair because 

rich parents can afford to pay for their child to 

cheat on them. 

1. He thinks that they are tough on children, but fair

because the best children rise to the top.

2. He thinks that children will learn how to handle 

stress better by going through the tough exams.

3. He thinks that they are unfair because not all 

children can afford to sit the exams.

4. He thinks that entrance exams are not very good at 

assessing a child’s full potential in all areas.

5. He thinks that entrance exams are unfair because 

rich parents can afford to pay for their child to 

cheat on them. 
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David Baddiel thinks that entrance exams are not very 

good at assessing a child’s full potential in all areas.

This is Baddiel’s thesis. This is the argument that David 

Baddiel writes about throughout his article.
There's nothing creative or individual about robotic 

entrance exams 

With open day season in full swing, many parents will hear about how 

schools produce well-rounded students. But their box-ticking tests tell a 

different story. 

Along with falling leaves and Indian summers, another marker of the British 

autumn is the sight of harassed-looking parents pulling year 6 children along 

on a merry-go-round of secondary school open days. These can be 

exhausting, although you do get a cup of tea and a biscuit at the end. At 

the private schools, you sometimes get posh sandwiches and teacakes. 

At selective schools, both state and private, one thing you will always get is 

a speech from the headteacher about how, although results are important 

to them – just look at the league table results, the Ofsted report and so on – 

the school’s ethos is, for want of a better word, holistic. It’s not just about 

producing the best grades, but well-rounded individuals and fully-realised 

human beings.  

There is a problem, however, with the process by which these schools 

attempt to achieve this. In fact, the entrance criteria used by selective 

schools are anything but conducive to the creation of well-rounded 

individuals.  

A few years ago – lured by amazing results and the headmaster’s 

inspirational speech about the emphasis on identity, creativity and non-

academic achievement – we put our daughter in for the entrance exam at 

a local state selective girls’ school. It ruined her summer that year, as she 

spent most of her holiday with her nose stuck to the grindstone when she 

should have been out enjoying herself.  

She did, eventually, get her head around answering those dry, brain-twisting 

questions and she seemed fairly confident. But she came out of the actual 

exam in tears. The atmosphere in the room had been so pressurised and so 

stiflingly competitive that she’d cracked up and not finished her paper. It 

made me feel terrible about having put her through that tortuous, soul-

crushing process in the first place.  

We know, and have known for years of course, that these exams are a gift 

to those parents who can afford to tutor their kids to become specialists at 

passing them, thus completely upending the whole point of state selective 

schools, which are supposed to create a level playing field for bright 

children from less-privileged backgrounds.  

But the tests are also about as far as they could be from encouraging the 

individuality and original thinking these institutions say they foster. Some 
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He wants to convince a reader 

that entrance exams are not 

very good at assessing a child’s 

full potential in all areas.
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David Baddiel thinks that entrance exams are not very 

good at assessing a child’s full potential in all areas.

a) ‘These can be exhausting, although you do get a 

cup of tea and a biscuit at the end.’ (8-9)

b) ‘At selective schools, both state and private, one 

thing you will always get is a speech from the 

headteacher about how, although results are 

important to them, the school’s ethos is, for want of 

a better word, holistic.’ (11-13)

c) ‘In fact, the entrance criteria used by selective 

schools are anything but conducive to the creation 

of well-rounded individuals.’ (17-19)

d) ‘But she came out of the actual exam in tears.’ (27-

28)

Which sentence from the article best shows Baddiel’s

thesis?

a) ‘These can be exhausting, although you do get a 

cup of tea and a biscuit at the end.’ (8-9)

b) ‘At selective schools, both state and private, one 

thing you will always get is a speech from the 

headteacher about how, although results are 

important to them, the school’s ethos is, for want of 

a better word, holistic.’ (11-13)

c) ‘In fact, the entrance criteria used by selective 

schools are anything but conducive to the creation 

of well-rounded individuals.’ (17-19)

d) ‘But she came out of the actual exam in tears.’ (27-

28)
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David Baddiel’s article can be broken down into these 

sections:

1. He outlines a situation as it currently exists (the 

status quo).

2. He states his thesis.

3. He tells a story that supports his thesis. 

4. He gives more evidence to support 

his thesis. 

5. He explains why people might 

disagree with his thesis, and 

explains why these people are 

wrong. 

6. He concludes his point.

In pairs, re-read the article and divide 
the article into these six sections. 
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1. He outlines a situation as it currently exists (the 

status quo).

There's nothing creative or individual about robotic 

entrance exams 

With open day season in full swing, many parents will hear about how 

schools produce well-rounded students. But their box-ticking tests tell a 

different story. 

Along with falling leaves and Indian summers, another marker of the British 

autumn is the sight of harassed-looking parents pulling year 6 children along 

on a merry-go-round of secondary school open days. These can be 

exhausting, although you do get a cup of tea and a biscuit at the end. At 

the private schools, you sometimes get posh sandwiches and teacakes. 

At selective schools, both state and private, one thing you will always get is 

a speech from the headteacher about how, although results are important 

to them – just look at the league table results, the Ofsted report and so on – 

the school’s ethos is, for want of a better word, holistic. It’s not just about 

producing the best grades, but well-rounded individuals and fully-realised 

human beings.  

There is a problem, however, with the process by which these schools 

attempt to achieve this. In fact, the entrance criteria used by selective 

schools are anything but conducive to the creation of well-rounded 

individuals.  

A few years ago – lured by amazing results and the headmaster’s 

inspirational speech about the emphasis on identity, creativity and non-

academic achievement – we put our daughter in for the entrance exam at 

a local state selective girls’ school. It ruined her summer that year, as she 

spent most of her holiday with her nose stuck to the grindstone when she 

should have been out enjoying herself.  

She did, eventually, get her head around answering those dry, brain-twisting 

questions and she seemed fairly confident. But she came out of the actual 

exam in tears. The atmosphere in the room had been so pressurised and so 

stiflingly competitive that she’d cracked up and not finished her paper. It 

made me feel terrible about having put her through that tortuous, soul-

crushing process in the first place.  

We know, and have known for years of course, that these exams are a gift 

to those parents who can afford to tutor their kids to become specialists at 

passing them, thus completely upending the whole point of state selective 

schools, which are supposed to create a level playing field for bright 

children from less-privileged backgrounds.  

But the tests are also about as far as they could be from encouraging the 

individuality and original thinking these institutions say they foster. Some 
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2. He states his thesis.

There's nothing creative or individual about robotic 

entrance exams 

With open day season in full swing, many parents will hear about how 

schools produce well-rounded students. But their box-ticking tests tell a 

different story. 

Along with falling leaves and Indian summers, another marker of the British 

autumn is the sight of harassed-looking parents pulling year 6 children along 

on a merry-go-round of secondary school open days. These can be 

exhausting, although you do get a cup of tea and a biscuit at the end. At 

the private schools, you sometimes get posh sandwiches and teacakes. 

At selective schools, both state and private, one thing you will always get is 

a speech from the headteacher about how, although results are important 

to them – just look at the league table results, the Ofsted report and so on – 

the school’s ethos is, for want of a better word, holistic. It’s not just about 

producing the best grades, but well-rounded individuals and fully-realised 

human beings.  

There is a problem, however, with the process by which these schools 

attempt to achieve this. In fact, the entrance criteria used by selective 

schools are anything but conducive to the creation of well-rounded 

individuals.  

A few years ago – lured by amazing results and the headmaster’s 

inspirational speech about the emphasis on identity, creativity and non-

academic achievement – we put our daughter in for the entrance exam at 

a local state selective girls’ school. It ruined her summer that year, as she 

spent most of her holiday with her nose stuck to the grindstone when she 

should have been out enjoying herself.  

She did, eventually, get her head around answering those dry, brain-twisting 

questions and she seemed fairly confident. But she came out of the actual 

exam in tears. The atmosphere in the room had been so pressurised and so 

stiflingly competitive that she’d cracked up and not finished her paper. It 

made me feel terrible about having put her through that tortuous, soul-

crushing process in the first place.  

We know, and have known for years of course, that these exams are a gift 

to those parents who can afford to tutor their kids to become specialists at 

passing them, thus completely upending the whole point of state selective 

schools, which are supposed to create a level playing field for bright 

children from less-privileged backgrounds.  

But the tests are also about as far as they could be from encouraging the 

individuality and original thinking these institutions say they foster. Some 
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3. He tells a story that supports his thesis. 

There's nothing creative or individual about robotic 

entrance exams 

With open day season in full swing, many parents will hear about how 

schools produce well-rounded students. But their box-ticking tests tell a 

different story. 

Along with falling leaves and Indian summers, another marker of the British 

autumn is the sight of harassed-looking parents pulling year 6 children along 

on a merry-go-round of secondary school open days. These can be 

exhausting, although you do get a cup of tea and a biscuit at the end. At 

the private schools, you sometimes get posh sandwiches and teacakes. 

At selective schools, both state and private, one thing you will always get is 

a speech from the headteacher about how, although results are important 

to them – just look at the league table results, the Ofsted report and so on – 

the school’s ethos is, for want of a better word, holistic. It’s not just about 

producing the best grades, but well-rounded individuals and fully-realised 

human beings.  

There is a problem, however, with the process by which these schools 

attempt to achieve this. In fact, the entrance criteria used by selective 

schools are anything but conducive to the creation of well-rounded 

individuals.  

A few years ago – lured by amazing results and the headmaster’s 

inspirational speech about the emphasis on identity, creativity and non-

academic achievement – we put our daughter in for the entrance exam at 

a local state selective girls’ school. It ruined her summer that year, as she 

spent most of her holiday with her nose stuck to the grindstone when she 

should have been out enjoying herself.  

She did, eventually, get her head around answering those dry, brain-twisting 

questions and she seemed fairly confident. But she came out of the actual 

exam in tears. The atmosphere in the room had been so pressurised and so 

stiflingly competitive that she’d cracked up and not finished her paper. It 

made me feel terrible about having put her through that tortuous, soul-

crushing process in the first place.  

We know, and have known for years of course, that these exams are a gift 

to those parents who can afford to tutor their kids to become specialists at 

passing them, thus completely upending the whole point of state selective 

schools, which are supposed to create a level playing field for bright 

children from less-privileged backgrounds.  

But the tests are also about as far as they could be from encouraging the 

individuality and original thinking these institutions say they foster. Some 
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4. He gives more evidence to support his thesis. 
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5. He explains why people might disagree with his 

thesis, and explains why these people are wrong. 
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6. He concludes his point.



At selective schools, both state and private, one thing you will 

always get is a speech from the headteacher about how, 

although results are important to them, the school’s ethos is, for 

want of a better word, holistic. It’s not just about producing the 

best grades, but well-rounded individuals and fully-realised 

human beings. 
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Let’s look back at the second paragraph. Baddiel uses 

the word holistic. 

Discuss these questions with a 

partner:

1. What does the word holistic

refer to in this paragraph?

2. Does Baddiel think that a 

holistic education is a good

thing?

3. What does Baddiel argue is 

not holistic in his article?



At selective schools, both state and private, one thing you will 

always get is a speech from the headteacher about how, 

although results are important to them, the school’s ethos is, for 

want of a better word, holistic. It’s not just about producing the 

best grades, but well-rounded individuals and fully-realised 

human beings. 
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Let’s look back at the second paragraph. Baddiel uses 

the word holistic. 

1. Headteachers say that their schools have a holistic 

ethos. Headteachers say that exams are important, 

but so is everything else about a student’s time at 

school.

2. Baddiel does think that a holistic education is a 

good thing.

3. However, Baddiel does not think that entrance 

exams are holistic. They do not test what a child is 

good at outside of academic subjects.
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Here is the breakdown of David Baddiel’s article. 

1. He outlines a situation as it currently exists (the status quo).

2. He states his thesis.

3. He tells a story that supports his thesis. 

4. He gives more evidence to support his thesis. 

5. He explains why people might disagree with his thesis, and 

explains why these people are wrong. 

6. He concludes his point.

On your own, summarise Baddiel’s argument in one 

paragraph. 

• To begin with, Baddiel…
• He explains his thesis: …
• He uses a story about his daughter to..
• After considering the other side of the argument, …
• Baddiel concludes by…
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Mastery Check 1 Mastery Check 2 Mastery Check 3

I have reminded 

myself of the key 

arguments in the 

letter.

I have made sure 

my points are in 

chronological 

order.

I have used the 

sentence starters to 

help me write my 

sentences.

On your own, summarise Baddiel’s argument in one 

paragraph. Use the sentence starters below and 

make sure you have completed the mastery 

checks.

• To begin with, Baddiel…
• He explains his thesis: …
• He uses a story about his daughter to..
• After considering the other side of the argument, …
• Baddiel concludes by…
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To begin with, Baddiel describes how many students 

across the country will be sitting entrance exams for 

schools. He also says that many headteachers offer a 

holistic education at their school. He explains his 

thesis: although many headteachers offer a holistic 

education, their entrance exams do not assess the 

whole of a child. In a way, this makes the heads 

hypocritical. They say one thing to parents, but the 

entrance exams test the opposite of this. He uses a 

story about his daughter to demonstrate how stressful 

and difficult the entrance exams are, and how they 

are not very effective at judging a child’s true 

potential. After considering the other side of the 

argument, Baddiel explains that many schools still test 

students on the academic ability instead of their 

potential in other areas. Baddiel concludes by saying 

that his younger son will not be sitting entrance exams. 

He suggests that they are too stressful and pointless. 



a) The headteachers say they holistic an education, 

but they don’t really.

b) The entrance exams holistic a student’s ability in 

many areas.

c) The doctor saw that his holistic was not having a 

big impact on the patient.

d) The weatherman said that the weather would be 

holistic that weekend. 

e) The tests were not effective at testing students in a 

holistic way. 
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Which sentence uses the word holistic accurately?



a) The headteachers say they holistic an education, 

but they don’t really.

b) The entrance exams holistic a student’s ability in 

many areas.

c) The doctor saw that his holistic was not having a 

big impact on the patient.

d) The weatherman said that the weather would be 

holistic that weekend. 

e) The tests were not effective at testing students in a 

holistic way. 
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Which sentence uses the word holistic accurately?



a) He uses a story from his own life to show how this is true. 

b) He says how much entrance exams had a bad impact on 

him when he was a child.

c) He says that all schools that use entrance exams are bad and 

children should not go there.

d) He says that parents who make their children sit entrance 

exams are hypocrites.

e) He says that parents who make their children sit entrance 

exams are cruel and don’t love their children. 
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Here is David Baddiel’s thesis:

David Baddiel thinks that entrance exams are not very 

good at assessing a child’s full potential in all areas.

How does David Baddiel support his thesis in the 

article?



a) He uses a story from his own life to show how this is true. 

b) He says how much entrance exams had a bad impact on 

him when he was a child.

c) He says that all schools that use entrance exams are bad and 

children should not go there.

d) He says that parents who make their children sit entrance 

exams are hypocrites.

e) He says that parents who make their children sit entrance 

exams are cruel and don’t love their children. 
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Here is David Baddiel’s thesis:

David Baddiel thinks that entrance exams are not very 

good at assessing a child’s full potential in all areas.

How does David Baddiel support his thesis in the 

article?
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Love the lesson? Have some suggestions for 

improvements? Noticed a mistake or an error?

Please let us know!

Click here to provide some quick feedback on the lesson

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u

